Despite increased attention to the problem in recent decades, acute postoperative pain (POP) control remains an ongoing challenge 1, 4, 9 . Failure to control POP effectively increases cost of care and causes significant suffering. Widespread speculation based on emerging literature holds that inadequately controlled postoperative pain is one of the major risk factors for the development of chronic postoperative pain 3, 5 .
Introduction
Despite increased attention to the problem in recent decades, acute postoperative pain (POP) control remains an ongoing challenge 1, 4, 9 . Failure to control POP effectively increases cost of care and causes significant suffering. Widespread speculation based on emerging literature holds that inadequately controlled postoperative pain is one of the major risk factors for the development of chronic postoperative pain 3, 5 .
Progress in POP management depends on quality of POP assessment. Current pain assessment practices hinder progress in pain control because of three limitations. First, postoperative pain, like all pain, is complex and multidimensional 10 , and reducing it to a single number is a pragmatic over-simplification. Clinicians may sometimes reify the number and treat it rather than the person in pain. Second, the 11-point numerical rating scale (NRS) and the 101-point visual analog scale (VAS), while adequate for epidemiological purposes, are too imprecise to characterize individual patient POP meaningfully Donaldson 2 . Third, POP assessment methods typically ignore the self-limiting nature of acute pain and fail to determine the rate of POP resolution. Because acute pain is self-limiting, its chronological dimension merits inclusion in pain assessment.
Measurement precision is a function of measurement error. All measurement involves some degree of error, and measures with less error are more precise than those with more error. Rating scale scores include error because they correspond imperfectly to the patient's true, underlying pain. The standard error of measurement (SEM) gauges a measurement tool's precision, indicating the typical error of measurement, the give-or-take amount by which a single score is likely to be off. Measurements with small SEMs are quite accurate and therefore reasonably precise, while measurements with large SEMs have poor accuracy and low precision. For a given measurement instrument, the SEM is the standard deviation of the measurement errors across individuals in a population. Improved precision is a fundamental goal of innovation in POP measurement.
Resolution over time is a key feature of POP, and rate of pain resolution is a potentially important clinical outcome. Yet, conventional POP measurement practices focus on static measures of pain that simply gauge POP intensity for a particular time epoch, sometimes averaging multiple pain reports obtained over time to arrive at a single score. This approach provides no information about the rate of pain resolution or POP duration. Simply plotting an individual patient's pain scores over time reveals a monotonic trend of pain resolution, or a trajectory, that informs the clinician not only about pain intensity but also rate of change in POP. Defining POP as a trajectory rather than as one or more simple point estimates of intensity increases the information yield of pain assessment and improves measurement precision.
The primary purpose of this paper is to demonstrate and evaluate a method for modeling the POP trajectories of individual patients over six days following elective surgery. The trajectory approach to POP measurement permits classification of patients as: 1) Resolving pain over time; 2) Maintaining a constant level of pain over time; or 3) Increasing in pain over time. The secondary purposes of this paper are to: 1) Demonstrate that measurement precision of the pain trajectory is superior to that of conventional NRS point estimation; 2) Demonstrate the application of the POP trajectory to individual cases; and 3) Examine differences in the POP trajectory across age, sex, surgical site, education level and ethnic group.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
A convenience sample of 711 elective surgery patients in the University of Utah Healthcare System gave informed consent to participate in a study of larger scope that included daily reports of postoperative pain intensity. The study had the approval of the University of Utah Institutional Review Board. Of the 711 patients consented, 502 provided complete NRS data over six days following surgery. These patients ranged in age from 18 to 84 years with a median age of 46 years, and 260 were female. The proportion of female gender by surgical sites was as follows: Abdomen 100/154; back 13/32; chest 20/27; head/neck 23/51; hip 22/42; limb 74/174; and shoulder 8/22. Table 1 breaks down the sample by ethnicity and education level.
Inclusion criteria for study participation were age equal to or greater than 18 years and elective orthopedic or general surgery at the University of Utah. Exclusion criteria were inability to speak English, physical or psychiatric co-morbidities that could compromise the ability of the patient to comply with study requirements, ongoing treatment for a preexisting chronic pain condition, and ophthalmic surgery. We also excluded patients who would be unavailable for post-discharge follow-up.
Pain Measurement
Patients provided a pain report daily using an eleven point NRS ranging from zero to 10 with the anchors "no pain" at zero and "worst possible pain" at 10. Participants agreed to provide pain ratings at interview while in hospital and to provide subsequent pain ratings on a daily basis after discharge until they had completed the full six-day record. Using postagepaid return envelopes, they mailed their completed data forms to the study coordinator who entered the ratings into the database and de-identified the records.
Procedures
Data collectors performed initial screening on medical records, contacted potential volunteers prior to surgery on surgical wards, and obtained informed consent. They instructed consented subjects in the use of the booklet to report their pain levels on a daily basis, telling them to record their report at their convenience each day. Patients rated their postoperative pain at rest for the day. Day 1 in the data record was the first full day of recovery following surgery. Participants who completed and returned the full six days of data recording received a coupon worth $30 at a local store. Seventy one percent of consented subjects provided a complete data record.
Design and Statistical Approach
The pain trajectory is a longitudinal characterization of acute pain as a growth curve, normally resolving in intensity over days. The psychometric goal of growth curve modeling is to estimate the true, dynamic course of acute pain resolution in each individual. A basic assumption of this approach is that acute pain is an attribute of the individual patient that follows a dynamic trajectory, with individuals differing in the specific features of their unique pain trajectories. The most parsimonious characterization of an individual trajectory across six measures is a linear fit, and simple linear plots of pain intensity over days provide reasonable approximations of the true, underlying pain trajectories. With this simple linear model, each patient's trajectory has two key features: 1) the intercept, or initial pain level; and 2) the slope, or rate of pain resolution.
To classify individual patient pain trajectories, we examined trajectory slopes. We formed a 50% confidence interval around each individual's slope and determined whether it included zero. If the confidence interval contained zero, then we classified the subject as having a flat slope. Subsequently, we classified all cases as decreasing in pain over time, staying about the same, or increasing in pain over time 2 .
Measurement error for each patient's intercept and slope derived from the individual least squares fit regression equations. To ascertain the error for each point estimate, we employed a mixed effect analysis 8 using SAS Proc Mixed 7 . The SEM for the point estimates is the standard error of estimation for the mixed effects linear regression equation incorporating random effects for both slopes and intercepts.
Results
The Mean POP Trajectory Figure 1 displays the mean POP trajectory for the entire patient sample. Comparisons of the Bayesian Information Criteria for multiple polynomial fits revealed that a linear fit provides the most reasonable approximation of POP resolution across six days. The POP trajectory has two key features: 1) The intercept, or initial pain level; and 2) The slope, or rate of pain resolution over days. The mean POP trajectory intercept was 5.59 with a standard deviation of 2.20. Figure 2 provides a histogram of the slopes for the entire sample. The mean slope was −.31 with a standard deviation of .45. This figure indicates that our patient sample was not homogeneous. Part of the histogram approximates or exceeds zero, indicating that some subjects failed to demonstrate a reduction in pain intensity over time. The remainder of the subjects formed two contrasting groups. Those who partly or fully resolved their pain over six days had negative slopes, and those who demonstrated a pattern of increasing pain over days had positive slopes.
Patterns in Pain Resolution
Decomposing the sample into three subgroups reveals strikingly different POP trajectory patterns. Figure 3 illustrates decomposition of the mean trajectory into three subgroups of patients classified according to the groupings that emerged from Figure 2 . It displays the mean POP trajectories for: Panel A -the entire sample; Panel B -the subset with negative slopes; Panel C -the subset with flat slopes; and Panel D -the subset with positive slopes. In Panel A, 100% of the sample, the average subject resolved his or her pain at a rate less than one third rating scale unit per day. Subjects in Panel B, 63% of the sample, resolved their POP at a mean rate exceeding half a pain-rating unit per day. Panel C displays the mean POP trajectory for the 25% of the sample who did not reduce their pain at all over the six days. The 12% of the sample whose pain worsened over the six days (Panel D), on the average, reported pain increasing at the rate of about 0.4 units per day. Only 63% of the sample had the expected negative slope for POP resolution over six days while 37% had flat or positive slopes. Table 2 provides further details about the POP trajectories of the three subgroups.
The slope and intercept of the pain trajectories correlated inversely, r = −.47. The negative slope patients whose pain was highest at the outset tended to resolve their pain at a faster rate, about a half unit per day, than those whose pain was low or moderate at the outset. Within the group classified as positive, patients whose pain was lower initially tended to increase in pain at a slightly faster rate than patients whose pain was initially higher. On the basis of these three patterns of postoperative pain resolution, we classified all of the study patients into three groups: negative slopes, flat slopes and positive slopes.
Gender, Age, Surgical Site, Ethnicity, and Education Level
Women had a significantly higher mean intercept (X̄ = 5.77) than men (X̄ = 5.39), P <.0001), but they resolved their pain more quickly. The mean slope for women was −.347 while for men it was significantly less steep, −.287, P = .0005. For older patients, intercepts were significantly lower (P < .0001) and slopes were significantly higher (P = <.0001), indicating a slower rate of pain resolution after surgery with increasing age. Younger patients reported more pain immediately after surgery but they resolved it more rapidly. Table 3 lists the mean intercepts and slopes for the different surgical sites. The sites differed significantly on the means for both measures (P < .0001), with mean initial pain being highest and resolving at the fastest rate for the chest surgeries. Patients undergoing hip surgeries had the lowest mean initial pain levels and the slowest rate of pain resolution.
Characterizing Individual Pain Trajectories
Pain trajectories provide a clinically useful way of characterizing the individual patient's POP. Figure 4 illustrates three individual cases drawn from each of the three classifications. Patient A has a high level of pain initially but resolves it rapidly at the rate of 1.6 pain-rating units per day. Patient B has no meaningful change in POP over the six-day time window. Patient C demonstrates low initial pain intensity followed by a steady exacerbation at the rate of nearly one pain rating unit per day.
The POP Trajectory and Measurement Precision
To evaluate the measurement precision of the POP trajectory, we compared the SEMs of: a) The Standard point estimate measure of pain; b) The intercept for the POP trajectory; and c) The slope for the POP trajectory. The SEM for conventional POP measurement of a single point (point estimate), such as the first of six days, is 1.28. A Z-score range of −1.96 to +1.96 defines 95% of the area under the normal curve. Therefore, the 95% confidence interval for a patient NRS pain report of 6 would extend from 6 -(1.96 × 1.28) to 6 + (1.96 × 1.28), or from 3.5 to 8.5. An NRS report of 6 has poor precision because the rating the subject produced could just as well be any number in the 3.5 to 8.5 range. In contrast, the POP trajectory estimate of the intercept (the first day) has an SEM of .71. A patient reporting a 6 would have a 95% confidence interval ranging from 4.6 to 7.4. Thus, the pain trajectory improves precision in POP measurement.
A greater benefit occurs with estimates of change in pain across days. The SEM associated with the change across any two days for conventional measurement is 1.67 but with the pain trajectory, the SEM for such a change is a linear function of the time separation and the SEM of the slope, .22. The relative advantage of the trajectory measure is greatest for adjacent time points. With conventional measures, a patient reporting a change on the NRS from 8 to 3 on any two days would have a 95% confidence interval for change ranging from 5 -(1.96 × 1.67) to 5 + (1.96 × 1.67), which means that the true magnitude of change could be anywhere from 1.73 to 8.27 . With the pain trajectory estimate based on the slope, the 95% confidence interval would extend from 5 -(1.96 × (1).22) to 5 + (1.96 × (1).22), or 4.57 to 5.43 between any two adjacent days, and from 5-(1.96 × (5) .22) to 5 + (1.96 × 5(. 22), or 2.84 to 7.16, between Days 1 and 6. The pain trajectory characterization of POP resolution is always more reliable and valid than obtained by simply examining the change scores, with the advantage becoming extreme with smaller time separations.
To compare the precision of the pain trajectory to that of the average over six days, we calculated the standard error of the average pain under the assumption of linear change. The expected average pain occurs at day 3.5 for each patient, and the standard error of this estimate is the square root of the linear contrast [ 
Discussion
The main findings of this study are these: 1) Acute pain is a self-limiting condition and its measurement needs to gauge rate of resolution; 2) Obtaining and modeling repeated measures of pain over six days following surgery, the POP trajectory, yields better measurement precision and also new information about the rate of pain resolution; 3) Pain trajectory assessment makes the data of the individual patient sufficiently precise to be meaningful for interpretation; 4) The rate of pain resolution, a new variable derived from the POP trajectory, is potentially valuable for both patient management and outcomes research; and 5) The POP trajectory allows patient classification based on the direction of change, or lack thereof, following surgery. For clinical investigators pursuing the hypothesis that poorly managed POP increases the risk of chronic postoperative pain 4, 5 , this classification and the related slope and intercept measures open new opportunities for future research. We suggest that the slow rate of progress in POP management stems in part from: a) Imprecise pain measurement; and b) Failure to assess the chronology of acute pain, particularly its rate of resolution. Our data reveal that the POP trajectory provides better precision than conventional pain measurement approaches as well as an index of the rate of pain resolution.
We have classified patients according to their pattern of pain resolution, demonstrating that in our sample more than one third of the patients are still living with unresolved POP at six days with trajectories that predict no immediate improvement and perhaps further exacerbation. Perkins and Kehlet 5 asserted that poor acute pain control is a primary cause of POP progression to chronic pain. Peters et al. 6 reported that postoperative patients reporting high levels of pain four days post-surgery were at risk for chronic pain at a six-month follow-up. In our sample, 60% of patients reported a pain level greater than 4 on Day 4. The identification and additional management of patients with non-resolving pain trajectories clearly merits further study. Although tracking patients and obtaining pain scores after discharge may increase cost of care, the savings to the health care system in prevention of chronic pain should justify the expenditure.
We have characterized the acute pain trajectory in POP patients with a simple linear fit. In principle, it should be possible to apply this model within an electronic medical record, at a nursing station, or in a simple hand-carried device. Our POP trajectory derives from measures obtained daily across six days. For clinical application, it is feasible to construct and continuously revise pain ratings from every nursing shift, automatically flagging patients whose trajectories reveal increasing or non-resolving pain following surgery. As few as three measures could provide a rough idea of the direction of the trajectory. Telephone contact with patients after hospital discharge or in day surgery cases, could efficiently extend the trajectory and allow identification of those patients who need additional pain management.
Randomized controlled trials directed at improving POP can employ the POP trajectory as an outcome measure. The improved precision of measurement will allow smaller study samples than conventional acute pain measures. More importantly, the rate of pain resolution (the slope of the linear pain trajectory) provides new outcome information. With the trajectory approach to POP measurement, it is possible to develop interventions that target rapid pain resolution rather than, or in addition to, reduced pain intensity. For research purposes, the mixed effect models 8 that are now available in most major statistical software packages can generate acute pain trajectories with a somewhat higher precision than simple linear fits provide. This approach to growth curve modeling combines information from the central tendencies of the sample with information unique to the individual case to optimize the estimate of the individual pain trajectory. Moreover, mixed effects models optimize testing and statistical inference to a greater degree than older statistical models. Although this methodology is not practical for everyday clinical application, it is feasible and desirable for clinical trials. Histogram of postoperative pain trajectory slopes. For each case, we formed a 50% confidence interval for the slope and determined whether it included zero. We designated as flat those fits with confidence intervals that included zero. Subjects with positive slopes demonstrated increasing POP over days. Those with negative slopes demonstrated varying rates of pain resolution. Contrasting patterns of postoperative pain. Panel A depicts the mean POP trajectory for all patients. Panel B shows the mean trajectory for those patients classified as having a negative pain resolution. Panel C displays the mean trajectory for those patients who had a flat slope over six days. Panel D demonstrates the mean trajectory for those patients who had increasing POP over six days. Three representative patients illustrating the pain trajectory categories. Each panel displays an individual patient's daily pain ratings (dots) and the pain trajectory (line). Panel A depicts the POP Trajectory for a 21-year old female African American patient with a negative slope following abdominal surgery. Her trajectory has an intercept of 9.91 with a slope of 1.63. Panel B depicts the trajectory of a patient who had essentially invariant pain intensity over the six days of study. This 49-year old White female patient underwent limb surgery. Her intercept is 6.48 with a slope of .14. Panel C displays an individual patient with a positive pain trajectory following surgery. This 67-year old White female patient underwent shoulder surgery. Her pain trajectory has an intercept of 3.48 and a slope of .94. Table 1 Education level by ethnicity. Table 2 Mean pain trajectories with standard deviations (SDs). Table 3 Mean pain trajectories with standard deviations (SDs). 
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